Agora Platform

Assets
Oilfield devices and equipment

Edge
Real time data acquisition, computing, and control

Automation
Sense
Control

Intelligence
Analyze
Optimize

Cloud
E&P intelligence in a collaborative environment

Orchestrate
Ingest
Analyze
Optimize

Agora provides an open, secure, and scalable platform.
Agora Edge AI Platform to Meet Today’s Challenges

- **Agora Marketplace**: Hub for Edge Computing Innovation
  - Bring machine intelligence
- **Agora Vision**: Real-Time Data Visualization Interface
  - Reduce capex and opex
- **Agora Ops**: Field Support and 24/7 Operations Center
  - Improve safety and efficiency of people and equipment

Assets

Agora

Bring machine intelligence

Reduce capex and opex

Improve safety and efficiency of people and equipment

Agora
Agora Platform Value

- Optimize production, increase recovery
- Reduce non-productive time
- Lower operating costs
- Minimize HSE risk and environmental footprint
Agora Data Explorer

With Agora, operators connect physical assets to the digital world and visualize data in real time.

**Challenges**
- Real-time data contextualization and viewer
- Many use case to visualize
- Connect data with other applications & workflows

**Solution**
- Out of the box viewer
- Client driven approach for customized solutions
- Multiple Tags display and remote-control functionality

**Results**
- Simple, agnostic and cost-effective data delivery & visualization solution
- Remote monitoring to reduce operational cost, safety exposure and environmental impact